
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 


FOR THE DISTRICT OF OREGON 


EVERGREEN HELICOPTERS, INC., 


v. 

Plaintiff, 
Civ. No. 09-3059-PA 

ORDER 

ERICKSON AIR-CRANE INCORPORATED, 

Defendant. 

PANNER, District Judge: 

Evergreen Helicopters brings one count of monopolization and 

one count of attempted monopolization under section 2 of the 
! 

Sherman Act, and one count of breach of contract as a third-party 

beneficiary against Erickson Air-Crane. The parties are very 

familiar with the facts and I do not restate them here. Erickson's 

motion for summary judgment is DENIED. Evergreen's motion for 

partial summary judgment is GRANTED. 
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STANDARDS 


court must grant judgment if there are no genuine 

issues of material fact moving party is entitl to 

j as a matter of Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c). An issue of 

is genuine "if is such that areas e jury 

cou return a verdict nonmoving party." 

Aloha Island Air, Inc., 281 F.3d 1054, 1061 (9th Cir. 2002) 

(quoting Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Tnc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 

(1986)). The court views t dence in the Ii most favorable 

to the non-moving party. Allen v. City of Los Angeles, 66 F.-3d 

1052, 1056 (9th Cir. 1995). All reasonable inferences are drawn in 

of the non-movant. 290 F.3d 

1175, 1180 (9th Cir. 2002). If the moving party that there 

are no genuine issues of mater 1 fact, the party must 

beyond the pleadi s designate facts show an issue for 

tr 1. C~lotex_ Core. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322-23 (19S6). 

DISCUSSION 

I. HELICOPTER TRANSPORT SYSTEMS V. ERICKSON AIR-CRANE 

The claims and of the facts at issue re are similar to 

those found in Helicopter Transport Services, Inc. v. Erickson 

(D. Or. Civ. No. 0 3077-PA). Because 

of the issued from HTS are applicable here, I briefly recount some 

of the facts and conclusions. 

Plaintiff Heli er Transport Services, Inc. (rrHTS") 

competed with Eric for contracts ring heavy lift 

icopters. HTS rated CH-54s but did not own or operate any S 
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64s. In 2006, HTS sued Erickson for antitrust violations and for 

breachlng 1992 contract between Sikorsky and E~ickson. HTS 

alleged contract obligated Eric on to supply parts for 's 

CH-54s. Erickson argued the contract merely obligated Erickson to 

provide CH-54 s to military-owned CH 54s. 

As relevant here, HTS moved ial summary judgment on 

the issue of whether it had standi to sue as a third party 

beneficiary to the 1992 Sikorsky contract. 

In my January 14, 2008 order, I concluded the 1992 cont 

obligated ckson to provide parts to CH-54 owners, military or 

otherwise. I noted the 1992 Sikorsky agreement related to 

"S s." The contract expressly fined "Skycranes" as S 64s 

and CH-54s. Article II, Section 3(b) of the contract s 

Sikorsky wou notify all operators of Skycranes: 

(1) seller has trans to buyer all right, 
title and interest in the [S ] program, including 

, tooling and existing ical data (as set out 
re 	 ); (2) that buyer has ed itself to s 

Skycrane aircraft as by [FAA regulations]; 
(3) 	 that buyer shall therea er be, pursuant to this 

, the 'direct source r re-supply of parts, 
s, and accessor s r the Skycrane aircra 

(4) that buyer 11 commit itself to 
rt and parts for t other owners and commercial 

rators of the aircra certified under [t S 64 
certificates]; ( , however, that s 

igations of buyer are ect to buyer's trans or 
abandonment thereof as tted by law) . 

Arti e I, ~ 3 stat t ement applied to CH-54s, 

" r 	 in the possession of the U.S. Government or subsequent 

sers of these aircra as surplus military ai ft." I 

that "Contemporaneous correspondence indicat that Sikorsky 

and Er kson both contemplated the number of milita surplus CH
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54s would increase, and the 1992 contract, to 

provide for the future support of li tary CH-54.s." (Jan. 14, 

2008 Order, 8.) I also not t while the FAA regulations did 

not obligate Erickson to prov support for CH-54s; "neither do 

those regulations prohibit Erickson from voluntarily assuming such 

a duty by contract, as E ckson in t 1992 contract." (Id.) 

While the above anal is related to Erickson's obligations to 

support non-military owned CH-54s, I concluded material issues of 

fact remained on two issues: her a third party such as HTS 

standing to en t 1992 contract as a third party 

beneficiary; and r HTS's breach of contract claim was bar 

by the statute 1 ations. Therefore, I denied Evergreen's 

motion for part 1 summary judgment. I also denied Erickson's 

motion for summary j t, which is similar to Erickson's motion 

for summary judgment reo 

Three we later, my February 2, 2008 order ~ following 

Erickson's motion to reconsider a ruling on a pretrial motion in 

limine - grant HTS's motion for partial summary judgment on t 

issue of whet r HTS standing, as a third party benefi ary, 

to enforce the ision of the 1992 contract that Erickson s 11 

support CH-54s by non-military owners. 

In rna ng conc ion, I focused on the intent of 

Sikorsky and Eric upon entering the 1992 contract. 

that under Connecticut law, ':the ultimate test to be appli 

determining a rson has a right of action as a 

party benefi is whether the intent of the parties to 
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contract was that the promisor should assume a direct obli ion 

to third party benefi " ( . 4, 2008 Order, 4.) (citi 

266 Conn. 572, 

58D, 833 A.2d 908, 914 (2003)." I noted the deposition test 

of Erickson's president Jack Erickson and concluded Eric 
I

undertook an affirmative obli ion to supply parts to CH-54 

owners, and that this obli ion extended to non-milita CH 54 

owners. 

Article I, ~ 3 of 1992 agreement stated the agreement 

extended to "CH-54 aircra ,whether in the possession of t u.s. 

Government or subsequent sers of these aircra as su Ius 

military aircraft." ionally, the contemporaneous s 

exchanged between Sikorsky Erickson supported the ion 

that Erickson's obli ion extended to CH-54s after y s 

from the ~ilitary to milita -surplus purchasers. 

Finally, I reject Erickson's argument that Article XI, ~ 4 

of ;he agreement prohibit my conclusion that the ies 

intended to create an Ii ion enforceable by thi rties. 

Article XI, ~ 4 states, "The provisions of this agreement shall be 

for the benefit of r and Seller and ir af 1 es and shall 

not extend to any ird parties." I found 'f[ 4 ied to many 

portions of the contract in a general manner. boilerplate 

provision, d not apply to the s specifically 

creating third beneficiary rights upon CH-54 owners. 

In 2008, one week prior to trial, HTS Erickson reached a 
-

settlement. Following the settlement,--Eric on gan providing 
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parts to military us CH-54 owners~ 

II. EVERGREEN'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Evergreen moves judgment on one issue y: 

that Erickson bre its contractual obligation to s 

for Evergreen's CH-54s. Erickson first argues Evergreen's claim is 

untimely. 

Under Connecticut law, the statute of limitations 

of (written) contract c is six years. Conn. Gen. Stat. § 52

576(a). In Connecticut, statute of limitations s not begin 


to accrue until all e s of a cause of action are sent, 


including damages. 


Conn.App. 679, 686, 956 A.2d 851 (2008) (internal 


quotations omi ) . 


On June 29, 2009, een filed the compla 

did not purchase its first CH-54 until 2004, wi in year 

statute of limitations. As I determine here and , the 

1992 agreement obli es Erickson to provide parts to litary 

CH-54 owners. Erickson had no duty under the agreement to provide 

parts to dealers t secondary parts market. Erickson's 

obligation, as re here, only extended CH-54s "in the 

possession of t U.S~ Government or subsequent sers of 

these aircra as s military aircraft." Artic I, 'lI 3. 

Because did not own a CH-54 until 2004, e the 

1992 agre~ment only obligated Erickson to rts to owners 

of CH-54s, no could occur until Evergreen s s CH

54 in 2004. tionally, Erickson could not r damages until---- 
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it owned a CH-54. It is undi that Eric on refused to 

provide s for CH-54s until a er the 2008 


settlement. ckson's breach of contract t is timely. 


Rosenfield, 110 Conn.App. at 686. 


Erickson also argues t the 1992 agreement only obligat 

Erickson to provideCH-54 rts to the milita or owners of 

military CH-54s ho a TC. Evergreen did hot rece a 

TC from t FAA for its CH-54 until 2008, t months after 

Erickson selling CH-54 parts. In support of this argument, 

Erickson states Sikorsky and Erickson never intended to require 

Erickson to provide parts to owners of uncertified CH-54s. This 

argument is meritless. 

As not above, Arti II, <JI 3(b) (3) of t 1992 contract 

indi obligated E ckson to support t CH-54. This 

obligation extended to mil ary surplus pur sers of the CH-54. 

Article I, <JI 3. Article II, <JI 3(b) (3) re rs only to Erickson 

being " direct source r re supply of rts, components, 

accessor s for the Skycrane aircraft[.l" agreement states S 

64s CH-54s are "re to collect y as 'the S [ • 1 ' " 

Article II, <JI 3(b) (3) is silent as to TCs. Erickson's obli ion 

ext to owners of 1 ary surplus CH 54s. Whether towner 
I

obtai a restricted TC from the FAA is immaterial to Erickson's 

Iobli ion. 

Evergreen's argument, that changes Ninth Circuit 
; 

Connecticut law rega third pa iciaries s a 

finding that Evergreen lacks standing is m~ritless. Eri on's 
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4 

argument n centers on 	 sion in Article XI, , 4 ihat 

"The isions of this agreement shall . not extend to any 

thi rties. As I concl in HTS, the general Article XI, , 

sion 	applies to majo ty of the agreement. The provision, 

however, does not apply to provisions of t ement where 

the ies both expressly 	 for Erickson to assume a 

direct igation to CH-54 owners. 

Evergreen's motion tial summary j on its CH-54 

'brea of contract claim is GRANTED. A jury will termine the 

amount of damages, if any. 

II. ERICKSON'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

A. 	 Erickson's Motion for Summary Judgment on Evergreen's Breach 
of Contract Claim 

A(l). EVERGREEN'S CH-54 

For the reasons st above, Erickson's mot for summary 

judgment on Evergreen's ch of contract related to the 

CH-54 is DENIED. 

A(2). EVERGREEN'S S-64 

oral argument, Evergreen stipu it would not pursue 

its' breach of contract aim as to its S 64. Therefore, Erickson's 

motion for summary j . is moot. Eve continues to sue 

its antitrust claim as to the S-64. 

B. 	 Evergreen's Motion for Summary Judgment on Evergreen's 

Antitrust Claim 


Erickson first a s Evergreen's antitrust claims are 

unt ly. In anitrust cases, each "overt act" inflicting s 

rally is its own cause of action wi its own four 
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statute of limitations. 

, 401 U.S. 321, 338 (1971). Any new injury within t statute 

of limitations period resulting from a "continuing lat "is a 

s rate cause of action. Even if Erickson's al 

was "final," any damages suf within the four- r limitations 

period are not time-barred unless all of the damages re t 

solely from Erickson's initial refusal. 

==-=-.l==' 804 f.2d, 1113, 1117-18 (9th Cir. 1986). 

The question of her a refusal is final or continuing is 

usually a question rese for the jury. 

Vehicle Air Pollution. AMF, Inc. v. General Motors Corp., 591 F.2d 

68, 71 (9th Cir. 1979). The question is whet r a fendant 

communicated its ent "clearly and i y" to a 

plaintiff. Id. at 72. If so, the refusal could " l"as 

"forlorn inquiries by one all of whose reas hopes had been 

previously dashed" not restart the statute of 1 ations 

clock. Id. 

Evergreen's a regarding the S 64 is twofold: that 

Erickson occas ly ionally dragged its d when 

providing service, thereby needlessly ground t helicopter; 

and that Er kson improperly refused to provi overhaul manuals 

necessary to maintenance. As to t alleged failure 

to provide timely se ce, there was no icit refusal that 

could be cons ide final. As to the 9verhaul manuals, Erickson 

did provide some ed manuals to Eve though Erickson '.s 

policy since 1992 of not providing the heavy 1 manuals 
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consistent, Er kson provide some manuals and es 

to Evergreen. Even if Erickson's t 1 refusal here was " I, " 

a genuine issue of mater 1 sts as to whether any s 

suf red within the limitations iod arose solely from 

initial refusal. See , 401 U.S. at 338; LaSalvia, 804 F.2d 

at 1117 18. The jury will resolve this question. 

Erickson argues that it Evergreen on notice that Erickson 

would not supply or se ce CH-5As in 1992. Erickson s 

jury to Evergreen f 1 in 1992. AMF, 591 F.2d at 71. 

Er kson argues any refusals to provide parts or se ce on CH-54s 

within the statute of 1 s period were merely 

reinforcements of s 1 final refusal to rts or 

service for CH-54s. 

As noted above, question of whether a refusal is final or 

continuing is usu911y a reserved for the jury. In the 

wake of the 2008 settlement, Erickson revers s 

earlier policy and tb piovide parts to CH-54 owners. This 

was a clear break th its prior policy. Viewing cts in the 

light most favorable to Evergreen, Erickson's 180 degree 

turnaround sents a question of fact as to r Erickson's 

1992 refusal to 1 with CH-54 owners was a f 1 and irrevocable 

decision. 

Eric}(son a sits 2008 policy reversal should not be held 

against them. It cites Kaw Valley Electric Coop. Co. v. Kansas 

Electric Power Coop. ,Inc., 872 F.2d 931, 935 (10th Cir. 1989) in 

support. does analyze finality, analyzes the 
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Ninth Circuit cases. at 933-34. Kaw Valley however, 

s not actually support on's position. The 

- a utility co ion. had a formal poli ed 

by its board of trustees, icitly outlining its policy t it 

no duty to supply that ntiff with power. at 935. 

Seeking to avoid litigation, t defendant made a " 1" of r 

of power to plaintiff. at 932. Plaintiff refused·t of r, 

a written demand for more power which defendant re ed, and 

sued plaintiff. 

The district court ssed the suit a5 bar by t 

statute of limitations. Circuit affirmed t district 

court conclusion that t 1 refusal was final. Although the 

"small" offer made by to avoid liti ion occurred 

within the limitations the Tenth Circuit. re to treat 

the offer as an ~'~vert act." In addition to noting t Board of 

Trust~es explicitly app the policy, the court noted the "size 

of the offer in relation to [plaintiff's] demands, led with 

the litigation context, is rfectly consistent with t finality 

of the policy sion t [defendant] had no i ion to 

provide [plaintiff] th power." Id. at 935. 

The facts at issue re are markedly dif rent. rst, rather 

than seeking to avoid lit ion, Erickson's policy was 

a direct result of my conclusion that the 1992 contract obligated 

Erickson to provi rts to CH-54 owners and t those owners 

had standing to sue to en rcethe contract. This conclusion was 

directly opposite to Erickson's prior policy. Unli the power 
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company in Kaw Valley, Erickson rtook a complete 180 

policy. This change in policy was not "small." The was in 

fact the opposite of Erickson's prior policy. As must 

view this in the light most favorable to Eve en, I 

conclude cks6n's 2008 change licy prevents a usion at. 

summary j that its 1 refusal was "final" 

irrevo e. I also conclude that a reasonable juror 

conclude suffered s with~n the limitations period 

unrel to any initial refusal. 

Erickson also argues that Evergreen's antitrust aims fail 

on the merits. Erickson, t an unpublished Ninth Circuit case, 

argues that the Ninth Ci s "expressly adopted" the Eleventh 

Ci tis rule that "Trinko now ef ctively makes the unilateral 

te ion of a voluntary course of dealing as a irement for 

a valid refusal-to-deal cla under ASDen." (Mem. n Supp. Of 

Er 's Mot. for Summary Judgment, 23) (cit LiveUniverse, 

Inc. v. Myspace, Inc., No. 07 56604, 2008 U.S. . LEXIS 27141 

(9th r. Dec. 22, 2008.) rst, this unpublis d memorandum 

sition is not , See Ninth Ci t Rule 36-3. 

Second, I agree wi Evergreen that sting precedent lows 

the court to consider t termination of a ior course of li 

as a ctor related to a fendant's intent (as opposed to a 

i element of a re al to deal cla ). Verizon Communs. 

==~~~~~~~~~~==~=-~~~~~~~, 540 U.S. 398, 409 

(2004) (where compla not allege Verizon ever engaged 

voluntary course ing with rivals, " fendant's prior 
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sheds no light upon the motivation of its re 1 to 

1 [ . ] "; MetroNet Services v. Owest Corp .. , 383 F. 1124 (9th 

Cir. 2004). 

Third, e~en if Eric is correct that the Circuit how 

ires "the unilateral te ion of a volunt course of 

aling as a requirement a valid refusal-to 1 c im, n 

Erickson is not entitled to summary judgment. Vi the light 
/ 

most favorable to Eve , a reasonable juror cou concluded 

Er kson unilaterally te nated a voluntary cour dealing 

Evergreen. Prior to 1992, Sikorsky provided overhaul manuals 

to Evergreen. Sikorsky also sold parts to CH-54 rators. There 

is no evidence Sikorsky ed to limit the sale of parts on 

secondary parts mar Presumably, Sikorsky in these 

ctices because the ctices were profitable. er the 1992 

reement however, Eric on unilaterally rever course. Although 

Erickson cites liability concerns as its reason not following 

Sikorsky's course, this ermination is not s e for summary 

judgment. In short, a rea Ie juror could conc Erickson 

sacrificed short rm fits for long-term (anticompetitive) 

gains. MetroNet, 383 F. at 1132-33. 

Other disput stions of mater preclude grant 

ickson's motion r summary judgment on merits of 

Evergreen's antitrust claims. Many of these stions were also 

present in Helicopter. To list a few: there is a relevant 

market for heavy Ii helicopters; whet r Erickson's decision to,. 

not provide manuals was motivated by of monopoly or good 
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bus ss sense; whether Eric on had legitimate ss reasons 

or tory purposes in re ing to provide CH-54 rts to 

dealers in the secondary rts market; and whether Erickson 

rly prohibited rty manufacturers/sellers from 

deal with Evergreen. 

Because numerO\lS questions of mater 1 exist, 

Eric on's motion for summa judgment is DENIED. 

CONCLUSION 

Evergreen's motion partial summary j on its CH-54 

of contract c is GRANTED. Erickson's motion for summary 

j is DENIED. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED this 2de y of January, 2011. 

OWEN M. PANNER 
U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE 
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